HYMN TO
THE WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH DAY
26 September

The performance was recorded 26 September 2011 in Indonesia at IFEH Council meeting just after the launch of the first World Environmental Health Day and is available on YouTube.com. Recorded and edited by the IFEH. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BGUd9njId0&feature=youtu.be

The Hymn to The World Environmental Health Day

Composed by: Yosi Marpaung
Lyrics by: Yosi Marpaung & El Bram Apriyanto
Arrangement by: Syifa Rizki & Arga Buntara

All of them University of Indonesia.

Performed by: Environmental Health students from several Indonesian universities.

Lyrics:
For what we've seen, will there be a future?
And when we speak, man is torturing on nature.

For what we've seen, there is still a bright light.
Hey friends! We are here to give our hands.

See that forest! They destroy the bird's nest
Harm the insects and trample on grass
We kidnap flowers for the interest of our race
We forgot and always produce the waste

Refrain:
Hey friends! For what we've seen
Should we go and stay this way
We forgot the issues and spent hard the tissue
Tell me friends, what do you say?
There's a hope for us to change
Start now, a healthy planet for us

The Indonesian students together with IFEH Council Members in Indonesia 26 September 2011